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Abstract

HEART FAILURE is a common end point for many forms of cardiovascular disease and a significant cause of morbidity and mortality. The development of end-stage heart failure often involves an initial insult to the myocardium that reduces cardiac output and leads to a compensatory increase in sympathetic nervous system activity. There is a growing body of evidence that, while beneficial acutely, chronic exposure of the heart to elevated levels of catecholamines released from sympathetic nerve terminals and the adrenal gland may lead to further pathological changes in the heart, resulting in a continued elevation of sympathetic tone and a progressive deterioration in cardiac function (4, 5, 9, 34). However, direct experimental evidence that the sympathetic nervous system plays a predominant role in the development of heart failure is lacking, and there are no suitable murine models of heart failure based on elevated sympathetic nervous system activity without concomitant alterations of myocardial structural or functional proteins. Most murine models of heart failure are based on the disruption of genes for cardiac specific proteins (2) or the use of cardiac-specific promoters to overexpress proteins that disrupt myocyte function (10, 12, 13, 15, 21, 33, 42). Whereas these models have been used to test novel approaches for the treatment of heart failure (17, 20, 25, 37, 38, 41, 43), they may not accurately reflect the pathogenesis of this disorder in humans. Here we report a model of heart failure based on the disruption of genes that regulate sympathetic nervous system activity.

There are three adrenergic receptor (AR) subtypes: 2A, 2B, and 2C. 2-ARs regulate the sympathetic nervous system in several ways. 2A-ARs in the brain stem regulate sympathetic tone (1, 29), and both 2A-AR and 2C-AR act as presynaptic autoreceptors regulating catecholamine release in the murine atria (18). We have previously reported that disruption of both 2A-ARs and 2C-ARs in mice leads to chronically elevated sympathetic tone (18). Here we report that 2A-AR knockout (KO) mice have abnormalities in the ultrastructure of cardiac myocytes from 2A/2C-AR knockout out mice by electron microscopy. Our results demonstrate that chronic elevation of sympathetic tone can lead to abnormal cardiac function in the absence of prior myocardial injury or genetically induced alterations in myocardial structural or functional proteins. These mice provide a physiologically relevant animal model for investigating the role of the sympathetic nervous system in the development and progression of heart failure.
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Generation of α2A-ARKO mice. Heterozygous α2A-ARKO mice (1) and α2C-ARKO mice (28) were bred to wild-type C57Bl6/J mice for five successive generations to produce strains of mice having a uniform, predominantly C57Bl6/J genetic background. α2A/α2C-ARKO mice were generated by mating the C57Bl6/J α2A-AR homozygous KO mice to homozygous C57Bl6/J α2C-AR mice. The resulting F1 generation of compound heterozygous mice were subsequently intercrossed to generate F2 mice with all possible combinations of α2A- and α2C-AR gene disruptions. The α2A-ARKO, α2A/α2C-ARKO, and wild-type mice produced from this cross were bred to establish the lines of mice used in these experiments. Genotypes were determined by PCR on genomic DNA obtained from tail biopsies using primers to detect the intact and disrupted genes.

Graded treadmill exercise test. Exercise capacity, estimated by the total distance run, and peak oxygen uptake (VO2) values were recorded using a graded treadmill exercise protocol for mice, as previously described (11). Briefly, a four-lane Columbus Instruments Simplex II mouse treadmill fitted with a metabolic analysis system consisting of Oxymax oxygen and carbon dioxide gas analyzers (Columbus Instruments; Columbus, OH) was used. Mice were placed in the exercise chamber and allowed to acclimatize for at least 30 min. The treadmill activity was initiated at 7.5 m/min and 4° inclination and was increased to 10 m/min and 6° inclination 3 min later. Treadmill speed and inclination were then increased by 2.5 m/min and 2° inclination (considered as 1 workload unit) every 3 min thereafter until exhaustion. The graded treadmill exercise test was performed serially in wild-type and α2A/α2C-ARKO mice at 1, 2, 3, and 4 mo of age. Additional graded treadmill exercise tests were performed on a separate group of 6-mo-old wild-type, α2A-ARKO, and α2A/α2C-ARKO mice.

Cardiovascular measurements. Blood pressure and heart rate were determined noninvasively using a computerized tail-cuff system (BP 2000 Visitech Systems) described elsewhere (19). Mice were acclimatized to the apparatus during daily sessions over 6 days, 1 wk before the final measurements were obtained. Blood pressure measurements were obtained on the last week of each month. Blood pressure tail-cuff measurement in the fourth month was confirmed by direct measurement via arterial catheterization at 4 and 6 mo.

Blood pressure and heart rate measurements were also obtained from a chronic indwelling carotid arterial catheter (11). After 24 h of recovery, blood pressure and heart rate were recorded with a Gould eight-channel recorder and digitized on a Crystal Biotech Dataflow system (Hopkinton, MA). Heart rate measurements were determined on-line, derived from the pressure recordings. Baseline hemodynamics were continuously recorded in conscious freely moving mice for 1 h after the animal was placed in the study cage. By 30 min, the mice were resting quietly on their bedding, and blood pressure readings were stable. Blood pressure readings were averaged over the last 30 min of recording. To examine the heart rate response to β-AR stimulation, I-isoproterenol hydrochloride (3 μg/kg ia) was administered.

To perform left ventricular catheterization, mice were anesthetized with isoflurane (1.25–1.75%) and placed on a warmed table. A 1.8-Fr high-fidelity catheter-tipped micromanometer (Millar Instruments; Houston, TX) was inserted into the aorta via the right carotid artery and advanced into the left ventricle under continuous monitoring of the pressure waveform. Pressure signals were digitized at a sampling rate of 1,000 Hz and recorded with a Data Q system. The left ventricular pressure was recorded pre- and postinjection of propranolol (30 mg/kg ip). Noninvasive cardiac function was assessed by two-dimensional guided M-mode echocardiography of isoflurane-anesthetized 1- and 6-mo-old wild-type and α2A/α2C-ARKO mice.

Structural analysis. Myocardial cytoarchitecture was examined using standardized electron microscopic methods. Hearts were fixed by immersion in glutaraldehyde. Sections from the left ventricular free wall from two wild-type and three α2A/α2C-ARKO mice were examined. The pathologist was blinded to the genotype throughout the sample preparation and analysis. Ten electron micrographs were taken from each heart and graded for evidence of abnormal myocyte structure: loss of myofibril integrity, mitochondrial swelling and loss of mitochondrial integrity, and vacuolization. Micrographs were scored on a scale of 0–4 with 0 being “normal” and 4 being the most abnormal.

To assess myocyte width, hearts were embedded in parafin and sectioned for routine histologic processing. Sections were stained with hematoxylin and eosin for examination with a light microscope. Myocyte width was measured from myocytes in the left ventricular free wall with a computer-assisted morphometric system (Leica Quantimet 500). For each myocyte containing a nucleus visible in the field, a single transverse measurement of width, passing through the nucleus, was obtained. Data were obtained from 7 wild-type and 10 α2A/α2C-ARKO mice. Ten cells were measured from each heart.

Statistical analysis. All values are expressed as means ± SE. For single measurement variables (direct blood pressure at 4 mo of age, resting heart rate, heart rate after isoproterenol administration, sympathetic tone and injury score), comparisons between wild-type and α2A/α2C-ARKO mice were performed using Student’s t-test. For multiple measurement variables (VO2, distance run, cardiac contractility and relaxation, echocardiographic characteristics, direct blood pressure at 6 mo of age and tail-cuff measurements), comparisons were performed using two-way ANOVA with post hoc testing by Fisher’s protected least-significant-difference test.

RESULTS

Decreased exercise capacity in α2A/α2C-ARKO mice. To investigate the role of the sympathetic nervous system in heart failure, we generated two lines of α2-ARKO mice on a C57Bl6 background: mice lacking the α2A-AR gene (α2A-ARKO mice) and mice lacking both the α2A- and α2C-AR genes (α2A/α2C-ARKO mice). α2A-ARKO mice have elevated sympathetic tone due to loss of α2A-AR regulation in the midbrain as well as loss of presynaptic α2A-AR autoinhibition (1). However, sympathetic tone is further elevated in α2A/α2C-ARKO mice because of the complete loss of presynaptic autoinhibition. We therefore carried out a detailed study of cardiovascular performance in α2A/α2C-ARKO mice from 1 to 6 mo of age and made selective comparisons with the α2A-ARKO mice.

Exercise capacity correlates well with cardiac function, and exercise intolerance is a common method of characterizing cardiac reserve and function in humans with chronic heart failure (3, 39). Indeed, peak VO2 at exhaustive exercise is one of the most important tests to determine whether patients are sufficiently debili-
tated by heart failure to seriously consider cardiac transplant (30, 32).

A cohort of wild-type and \( \alpha_{2A}/\alpha_{2C}-\text{ARKO} \) mice was subjected to a graded treadmill exercise protocol (36) at 1, 2, 3, and 4 mo of age. Mice were exercised until physical exhaustion, and peak \( \text{VO}_2 \) and total distance run were determined. There were no differences in peak \( \text{VO}_2 \) and distance run between 1-mo-old wild-type and \( \alpha_{2A}/\alpha_{2C}-\text{ARKO} \) mice (Fig. 1, A and C, respectively). However, 3- and 4-mo-old \( \alpha_{2A}/\alpha_{2C}-\text{ARKO} \) mice showed a significant decrease in peak \( \text{VO}_2 \) and distance run compared with wild-type mice (Fig. 1, A and C, respectively).

On the basis of these results, we performed additional exercise studies on different groups of wild-type, \( \alpha_{2A}-\text{ARKO} \), and \( \alpha_{2A}/\alpha_{2C}-\text{ARKO} \) mice at 6 mo of age (Fig. 1, B and D). This second set of studies was done to verify that disruption of genes for both the \( \alpha_{2A} \) and \( \alpha_{2C} \) subtypes is responsible for the development of cardiac dysfunction. We chose 6 mo for this analysis because we observed significant mortality in \( \alpha_{2A}/\alpha_{2C}-\text{ARKO} \) mice at 6 mo of age (35% for \( \alpha_{2A}/\alpha_{2C}-\text{ARKO} \) mice compared with 5% for wild-type mice, \( P < 0.013 \)). The run distances for \( \alpha_{2A}/\alpha_{2C}-\text{ARKO} \) and \( \alpha_{2A}-\text{ARKO} \) mice were significantly shorter than the run distance for wild-type mice (Fig. 1D). However, only \( \alpha_{2A}/\alpha_{2C}-\text{ARKO} \) mice showed a significant reduction in peak \( \text{VO}_2 \) relative to wild-type mice (Fig. 1B). Thus the degree of functional impairment in \( \alpha_{2A}-\text{ARKO} \) mice is less compared with \( \alpha_{2A}/\alpha_{2C}-\text{ARKO} \) mice.

Heart rate and blood pressure of \( \alpha_{2A}-\text{ARKO} \) and \( \alpha_{2A}/\alpha_{2C}-\text{ARKO} \) mice. The effect of \( \alpha_{2A}/\alpha_{2C}-\text{AR} \) gene disruption on basal cardiovascular hemodynamics during the period of study was determined by tail-cuff measurements at 1 and 4 mo of age. Baseline systolic blood pressure was not different among the groups at 1 mo, but it was significantly higher in 4-mo-old \( \alpha_{2A}/\alpha_{2C}-\text{ARKO} \) mice than in wild-type mice (Fig. 2A). In addition, \( \alpha_{2A}/\alpha_{2C}-\text{ARKO} \) mice showed a significantly higher baseline heart rate at both 1 and 4 mo when compared with wild-type mice (Fig. 2B).

We obtained resting hemodynamic data using an intra-arterial catheter on 4- and 6-mo-old wild-type and \( \alpha_{2A}/\alpha_{2C}-\text{ARKO} \) mice and on 6-mo-old \( \alpha_{2A}-\text{ARKO} \) mice.
The degree of hypertension observed in cardiac hypertrophy and ultimately heart failure (8, 14) has been shown to lead to decreased cardiac performance (7, 16, 23, 26, 35, 40). To verify that hypertension is not likely to be the etiology of heart failure in these mice. ARK0 mice is relatively mild, and we observed no evidence of cardiac hypertrophy as determined by heart weight/body weight (data not shown). Thus hypertensive tone, which has been shown to result in elevated sympathetic tone, we measured the heart rate after pharmacological blockade of muscarinic receptors with atropine in the presence and absence of the β-AR antagonist propranolol. This difference in heart rate (heart rate after atropine – heart rate after atropine and propranolol) reflects the basal sympathetic tone. We observed a significant increase in cardiac sympathetic tone in 4-mo-old α2A/α2C-ARKO mice compared with wild-type controls (181 ± 8 vs. 137 ± 13 beats/min, respectively). This is consistent with the high levels of circulating catecholamines in α2A/α2C-ARKO mice previously observed in our laboratory (18). However, there was no difference in the maximal chronotropic response to isoproterenol between wild-type and α2A/α2C-ARKO mice (735 ± 17 vs. 759 ± 14 beats/min, respectively). Thus there is no functional evidence for β-AR desensitization or downregulation as a result of chronic elevated sympathetic tone.

Abnormal contractile function in the hearts of α2A/α2C-ARKO mice. The exercise studies provided indirect evidence for decreased cardiac performance in α2A/α2C-ARKO mice. These results were confirmed by examining contractile function in the three strains of mice at 4 mo of age by directly monitoring the change in left ventricular pressure over time (dP/dt) using a Millar catheter. Figure 4 shows a comparison of the maximal (A) and minimal (B) dP/dt values for each strain before and after the administration of the β-AR antagonist propranolol to block the effects of endogenous catecholamines. Although the α2A/α2C-ARKO mice showed a trend toward decreased baseline cardiac contractility compared with wild-type littermates, this difference was not significant. However, after treatment
with propranolol, contractile function in α2A/α2C-ARKO mice was significantly reduced relative to wild-type and α2A-ARKO mice (Fig. 4A). The result cannot be explained by differences in heart rate, because there were no significant differences between the heart rates of wild-type and α2A/α2C-ARKO mice treated with propranolol (592 ± 16 vs. 614 ± 20 beats/min, respectively). α2A-ARKO mice treated with propranolol had a slightly lower heart rate (538 ± 8 beats/min) than wild-type and α2A/α2C-ARKO mice; however, this would not be expected to artifactually increase the maximal dP/dt.

Lusitropic function was also abnormal in α2A/α2C-ARKO mice. The rate of relaxation as reflected in the minimal dP/dt was significantly lower in α2A/α2C-ARKO mice relative to wild-type and α2A-ARKO mice (Fig. 4B). A similar trend was observed in mice after treatment with propranolol; however, this difference was not significant.

Consistent with dP/dt measurements, echocardiography on age-matched wild-type and α2A/α2C-ARKO mice at 1 and 6 mo of age provided evidence of abnormal cardiac function in 6-mo-old α2A/α2C-ARKO mice. The left ventricular fractional shortening was significantly impaired, whereas the systolic and diastolic dimensions were significantly increased in 6-mo-old α2A/α2C-ARKO mice when compared with age-matched wild-type and 1-mo-old wild-type and α2A/α2C-ARKO mice (Table 1).

Abnormal myocyte structure in α2A/α2C-ARKO mice. There was no obvious difference in the hearts of wild-type and α2A/α2C-ARKO mice at 4 and 6 mo as determined by heart weight-to-body weight ratios. However, electron microscopy revealed marked abnormalities of myocyte ultrastructure. Figure 5 shows the heart ultrastructure in both α2A/α2C-ARKO mice (A and B) and wild-type mice (C and D) at 4 mo of age. We observed myofibrillar disarray, mitochondrial degeneration, and vacuolization in the heart of α2A/α2C-ARKO mice compared with wild-type mice. Electron microscope sections of hearts from wild-type and α2A/α2C-ARKO mice were processed and analyzed by a pathologist blinded to the genotype. Myocytes from α2A/α2C-ARKO mice had a significantly higher injury score than those from wild-type mice (Fig. 5E). Surprisingly, no significant evidence of fibrosis was detected by trichrome staining of hearts from 4-mo-old α2A/α2C-ARKO mice when compared with hearts from wild-type mice. However, there was evidence for myocyte hypertrophy in ventricles from 4-mo-old α2A/α2C-ARKO mice. The averaged myocyte width for wild-type mice was 21.03 ± 0.56 μm compared with 27.36 ± 0.41 μm for α2A/α2C-ARKO mice (P < 0.01).

**DISCUSSION**

Previous studies have suggested a role for chronic sympathetic activation in the pathogenesis of heart failure. In clinical practice, beta-blockers have become an established form of therapy for chronic heart failure (6). Our studies show that by 4 mo of age, α2A/α2C-ARKO mice have evidence of elevated sympathetic tone including a higher baseline heart rate and a modest elevation in systolic blood pressure. As a result, these mice also show signs of cardiac dysfunction: decreased maximal exercise capacity and contractility. We did not observe a significant difference in heart weight when comparing α2A/α2C-ARKO and wild-type mice. However, electron microscopy revealed evidence of significant cardiac myocyte injury in α2A/α2C-ARKO mice, and light microscopy indicates that the remaining myocytes are enlarged. At 6 mo of age, we observed a significant reduction in fractional shortening by echocardiography in α2A/α2C-ARKO mice. These findings are most consistent with direct myocardial damage due to chronically elevated sympathetic tone. However, the sympathetic nervous system also modulates the activity of the renin-angiotensin system (24), which may contribute to the pathogenesis of heart failure of these mice. Moreover, we cannot exclude a contribution of elevated blood pressure or an as-yet-undetermined effect of the disruption of both the α2A- and α2C-ARs on cardiac function.

Functional differences observed in α2A-ARKO mice were much less severe and consisted of a modest decrease in the distance run without a change in peak VO2 or cardiac contractility. This is somewhat surprising because the α2A-AR plays the predominant role in regulating sympathetic nervous system function. α2A-ARs in the midbrain regulate sympathetic tone (1, 29), and presynaptic catecholamine release in the heart is primarily regulated by this subtype (18). In contrast, α2C-ARKO mice have normal baseline heart rate and blood pressure, have a normal hypotensive response to an α2-AR agonist (27), and do not develop heart failure. Moreover, presynaptic α2C-ARs are less effective than α2A-ARs in inhibiting catecholamine release (18). Nevertheless, the data in the present study suggest that residual presynaptic autoinhibition mediated by the α2C-AR is sufficient to prevent or delay myocardial injury in α2A-ARKO mice. The presynaptic α2C-AR may be more important in regulating catecholamine release at low frequency sympathetic nerve activity (18), such as during periods of rest. Nonselective

---

**Table 1. Echocardiographic characteristics of 1- and 6-mo-old WT and DKO mice**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>WT (n = 5)</th>
<th>DKO (n = 4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FS, %</td>
<td>56 ± 3</td>
<td>63 ± 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESD, mm</td>
<td>2.1 ± 0.3</td>
<td>1.5 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDD, mm</td>
<td>4.2 ± 0.3</td>
<td>4.0 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data presented are means ± SE; n = no. of mice. FS, left ventricular (LV) fractional shortening; ESD, LV end-systolic dimension; EDD, LV end-diastolic dimension. The statistical analysis performed was two-way ANOVA with post hoc testing by Fisher’s protected least-significant-difference test. *Significant difference from WT mice (P < 0.05); †significant difference from 1-mo-old mice (P < 0.05).
α2-AR agonists such as clonidine suppress sympathetic tone primarily through effects on central nervous system α2A-ARs and have been used in the treatment of hypertension. A small clinical study (31) has suggested that clonidine may be beneficial in the treatment of heart failure. However, the beneficial effects of clonidine are limited by sedation, also mediated by the α2A-AR (22). Thus a selective α2C-AR agonist may provide sufficient control over catecholamine release to be beneficial in the prevention of heart failure without undesirable effects such as hypotension and sedation.

In conclusion, α2A/α2C-ARKO mice develop functional and structural evidence of cardiac dysfunction by 4 mo of age. In contrast to most existing murine models of heart failure, abnormal cardiac function in α2A/α2C-ARKO mice can be attributed to prolonged elevation of sympathetic activity rather than to genetic modifications that directly alter the expression of structural or functional proteins in the heart. These mice will provide a model system for better understanding the mechanism by which elevated sympathetic tone alone leads to deterioration in heart function. Moreover, these mice will be useful for both evaluating new pharmacological and genetic approaches for the prevention and treatment of heart failure.

P. Brum was sponsored by Fundação de Amparo à Pesquisa do Estado de São Paulo-Brazil Grant 98/14765-7.

Fig. 5. Cathecholamine-induced myocardial injury revealed by electron microscopy. Hearts from three DKO mice and two WT mice were fixed, sectioned, analyzed by a pathologist (J. Kosek) blinded to the genotype. Ten representative electron microscopy images were obtained from the left ventricle of each heart. Images were graded subjectively on a scale of 0–4, with 0 being normal and 4 being the most abnormal. Criteria used for grading included the integrity of the myofibrils, mitochondrial swelling or degeneration, and the appearance of vacuoles or fluid separating myofibrils and/or mitochondria. A and B: spectrum of histology observed in ventricles from DKO mice. A is the most normal micrograph and B is the most abnormal micrograph from the 30 images from 3 DKO mice. C and D: spectrum of histology observed in ventricles from WT mice. C is the most normal micrograph and D is the most abnormal micrograph from the 20 images from 2 WT mice. E: average injury score for WT and DKO mice. Sections of hearts from two WT and three DKO mice were scored for evidence of injury (range, 0–4; 0, least damage; 4, severe damage). The injury score was significantly higher in DKO mice compared with WT mice. The comparisons between WT and DKO mice were performed using Student’s t-test. *Significant difference between groups (P ≤ 0.05).
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